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Fisheries Biology, 
Assessment & Management

John ShepherdJohn Shepherd

Southampton Oceanography Centre

Fisheries Science
Three Major Themes

•• 1)1) Life Cycles in the SeaLife Cycles in the Sea
Biology & Population DynamicsBiology & Population Dynamics

•• 2)2) How Many Fish in the Sea ?How Many Fish in the Sea ?
Assessment  Methods (practical)Assessment  Methods (practical)

•• 3)3) Sustainable Management ?Sustainable Management ?
Biology versus Economics, Politics and all Biology versus Economics, Politics and all 
that....that....
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Aims

•• To understandTo understand
•• real stock assessments (ICES WG reports)real stock assessments (ICES WG reports)
•• the key issues in fisheries management the key issues in fisheries management 

(Shepherd, Lowestoft Lab Leaflet No 72)(Shepherd, Lowestoft Lab Leaflet No 72)
•• why a TAC recommendation may go up why a TAC recommendation may go up 

when a stock is on the verge of collapse when a stock is on the verge of collapse 
•• the assessment of Cook et al (Nature 385, the assessment of Cook et al (Nature 385, 

521521--522, 6 Feb 1997)522, 6 Feb 1997)
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Requirements

•• Fish Stock Assessment is Fish Stock Assessment is quantitativequantitative
•• One needs a little light mathematicsOne needs a little light mathematics

•• logarithms, exponentials, summationslogarithms, exponentials, summations
•• mostly sumsmostly sums--ofof--productsproducts

•• Use a scientific calculator, or a spreadsheet Use a scientific calculator, or a spreadsheet 
(e.g. Microsoft Excel)(e.g. Microsoft Excel)

•• Lecture 2 is practical : Lecture 2 is practical : bring a calculatorbring a calculator
•• Cohort Analysis, YieldCohort Analysis, Yield--perper--recruit, Stock recruit, Stock 

Recruitment Relationship, Catch ForecastRecruitment Relationship, Catch Forecast

Books (1)

•• Pitcher, T.J. & Hart, P.J.B., Pitcher, T.J. & Hart, P.J.B., ““Fisheries Fisheries 
EcologyEcology””, Chapman & Hall,1982 (, Chapman & Hall,1982 (££25 p/b) 25 p/b) 
•• not bad, fairly cheapnot bad, fairly cheap
•• Catch Equation : p90Catch Equation : p90
•• von Bertalanffy & Logistic : pp140 von Bertalanffy & Logistic : pp140 --141141
•• Stock & Recruitment : p182 et seqStock & Recruitment : p182 et seq
•• Stock/Production Models : p 221 et seqStock/Production Models : p 221 et seq
•• YieldYield--perper--recruit : p252 ... 267 et seqrecruit : p252 ... 267 et seq
•• VPA/Cohort Analysis : pp 373 VPA/Cohort Analysis : pp 373 --377377
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Books (2)
•• Beverton, R.J.H. & Holt, S.J., Beverton, R.J.H. & Holt, S.J., ““On the On the 

Dynamics of Exploited Fish PopulationsDynamics of Exploited Fish Populations””
(1957) : reprinted by Chapman & Hall 1993(1957) : reprinted by Chapman & Hall 1993
•• the the ““biblebible””, but dated ( and , but dated ( and ££65 h/b !)65 h/b !)

•• Hilborn, R & Walters, C.J. Hilborn, R & Walters, C.J. ““Quantitative Quantitative 
Fisheries Stock AssessmentFisheries Stock Assessment””, Chapman & , Chapman & 
Hall 1992Hall 1992
•• A good  modern text, with softwareA good  modern text, with software
•• Has N. American (West Coast) approachHas N. American (West Coast) approach

Books (3)
•• Gulland, J.A.(ed) Gulland, J.A.(ed) ““Fish Population DynamicsFish Population Dynamics””, , 

2nd edition, Wiley 19882nd edition, Wiley 1988
•• good general review (multigood general review (multi--author)author)

•• Rothschild, B.J. Rothschild, B.J. ““Dynamics of Marine Fish Dynamics of Marine Fish 
PopulationsPopulations””, Harvard U.P. 1986, Harvard U.P. 1986
•• Good wideGood wide--ranging textranging text
•• not too mathematical !not too mathematical !

•• Cushing, D.H. Cushing, D.H. ““Key Papers on Fish Key Papers on Fish 
PopulationsPopulations””, IRL Press 1983, IRL Press 1983
•• collected original paperscollected original papers
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More (New) Books
•• Jennings S, Kaiser MJ & Reynolds JD, Jennings S, Kaiser MJ & Reynolds JD, ““Marine Marine 

Fisheries EcologyFisheries Ecology””, Blackwell Science (2001) , Blackwell Science (2001) 
[ecological][ecological]

•• Haddon, M  Haddon, M  ““Modelling & Quantitative Methods in Modelling & Quantitative Methods in 
FisheriesFisheries”” Chapman & Hall (2001) Chapman & Hall (2001) 
[mathematical/statistical][mathematical/statistical]

•• Quinn TJ & Deriso RB, Quinn TJ & Deriso RB, ““Quantitative Fish Quantitative Fish 
DynamicsDynamics””, Oxford UP (1999) [serious, professional, , Oxford UP (1999) [serious, professional, 
the best modern text]the best modern text]

• P. J. B. Hart and J. D. Reynolds: (2002). Handbook 
of Fish Biology and Fisheries (Volume II): 
Fisheries. [Chapters 7 & 8 by J. G. Shepherd & J. G. 
Pope] 

Fisheries Biology, Assessment & 
Management 

Lecture 1

Life and Death in the Sea
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Population Dynamics
a simple science ...

•• BirthBirth
•• GrowthGrowth
•• ReproductionReproduction
•• DeathDeath

Concepts

•• The Population (or Stock)The Population (or Stock)
•• a group of individuals, forming a selfa group of individuals, forming a self--

contained (closed) breeding unitcontained (closed) breeding unit
e.g. North Sea cod, or Celtic Sea solee.g. North Sea cod, or Celtic Sea sole

•• A Cohort (or Yearclass)A Cohort (or Yearclass)
•• all those fish (of a single stock) spawned in all those fish (of a single stock) spawned in 

a particular yeara particular year
•• Population numberPopulation number--atat--age (of a cohort)age (of a cohort)

•• P(a), P(t), N(a) or N(t)P(a), P(t), N(a) or N(t)
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Stock Identity

•• Physical SeparationPhysical Separation
•• Genetic Separation ?Genetic Separation ?

Fish Migration

•• Spawning (on defined grounds)Spawning (on defined grounds)
•• Egg & Larval Drift (to Nursery grounds)Egg & Larval Drift (to Nursery grounds)
•• Feeding, Growth & MaturationFeeding, Growth & Maturation
•• Return for SpawningReturn for Spawning
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Recruitment

•• the number of young fish joining the stock the number of young fish joining the stock 
(each year) (each year) 

•• and and the process of them doing sothe process of them doing so
•• alsoalso the size (abundance) of a yearclassthe size (abundance) of a yearclass
•• may have may have recruitmentrecruitment

•• to the spawning stock (at ages ~ 1 to 6)to the spawning stock (at ages ~ 1 to 6)
•• to the fishable stock (at ages ~ 0 to 3) to the fishable stock (at ages ~ 0 to 3) 
•• at some reference age (often age 0 or 1)at some reference age (often age 0 or 1)

Sustainability

•• depends on maintaining adequate depends on maintaining adequate 
recruitmentrecruitment

•• and therefore on an adequate and therefore on an adequate spawning spawning 
stock biomassstock biomass
•• (zero spawning stock means zero recruits)(zero spawning stock means zero recruits)

•• may be affected bymay be affected by
•• natural causesnatural causes

(fluctuations, regime shifts)(fluctuations, regime shifts)

•• exploitationexploitation
(increased death rate and reduced SSB)(increased death rate and reduced SSB)
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Fish Life History

a quick summary of the essential a quick summary of the essential 
factsfacts--ofof--lifelife

Fish Eggs

•• ““BirthBirth”” as eggs : several millions per fishas eggs : several millions per fish
•• Usually planktonicUsually planktonic
•• Cell division Cell division --> embryos (using yolk)> embryos (using yolk)
•• Unable to swim !Unable to swim !
•• Death rate ~50% per dayDeath rate ~50% per day
•• Biomass of cohort declinesBiomass of cohort declines
•• Duration about 10 daysDuration about 10 days
•• 99.9 % die : 1 in 1000 survives99.9 % die : 1 in 1000 survives
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Fish Larvae 

•• Eggs hatch into larvaeEggs hatch into larvae
•• First feeding is crucial First feeding is crucial 

can now swim and hunt for foodcan now swim and hunt for food

•• Size is 10 to 30 mm (length)Size is 10 to 30 mm (length)
•• Growth (in weight) at ~30% per dayGrowth (in weight) at ~30% per day
•• Death rate is also ~30% per dayDeath rate is also ~30% per day
•• Biomass of cohort is roughly constant Biomass of cohort is roughly constant 
•• Duration : weeks to monthsDuration : weeks to months
•• 99.9% die : 1 in 1000 survives99.9% die : 1 in 1000 survives

Juvenile Fish

•• Larvae metamorphose into juvenile fishLarvae metamorphose into juvenile fish
•• size about 3cm to 30cm (varies)size about 3cm to 30cm (varies)
•• growth : about 10 cm per yeargrowth : about 10 cm per year
•• death rate about 70% per yeardeath rate about 70% per year
•• duration : a few yearsduration : a few years
•• 90% die : about 1 in 10 survives90% die : about 1 in 10 survives
•• biomass of cohort increasesbiomass of cohort increases
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Summary : Early Life-history

•• Several distinct stages : mainly planktonicSeveral distinct stages : mainly planktonic
•• Several trophic levelsSeveral trophic levels

nonnon--feeding eggsfeeding eggs
herbivorous zooplanktonherbivorous zooplankton
carnivorous zooplanktoncarnivorous zooplankton
carnivorous nekton (pelagic or demersal)carnivorous nekton (pelagic or demersal)

•• Few survive to maturityFew survive to maturity
99.99999 % die : 1 in 10 million survives99.99999 % die : 1 in 10 million survives

Pre-recruit Mortality and 
Variability of Recruitment

•• prepre--recruit mortality (during the first year) is          recruit mortality (during the first year) is           
enormousenormous

•• about 16 in usual (logarithmic) unitsabout 16 in usual (logarithmic) units
•• compare with compare with 

~ 0.2 per year (natural, post~ 0.2 per year (natural, post--recruitment)recruitment)
~ 1 per year (adults,  heavily fished)~ 1 per year (adults,  heavily fished)

•• slight variations (~ 10 %) in rates can lead to slight variations (~ 10 %) in rates can lead to 
massive variations (by factors of up to ten) in massive variations (by factors of up to ten) in 
survival, and thus in recruitmentsurvival, and thus in recruitment
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“Adult” Fish Growth & 
Maturation

•• Growth in Length : the von Bertalanffy curveGrowth in Length : the von Bertalanffy curve
L(t) = LL(t) = Linf  inf  [ 1 [ 1 -- exp{ exp{ -- K (tK (t--tt00) } ]) } ]

•• Growth in WeightGrowth in Weight
•• proportional to (length)proportional to (length)3 3 , so, so

W(t)= WW(t)= Winf  inf  [ 1 [ 1 -- exp{ exp{ -- K (tK (t--tt00) } ]) } ]33

•• similar to the Logistic curve ...similar to the Logistic curve ...
•• Maturation : the Logistic curveMaturation : the Logistic curve

M(t) = 1 / [1 + exp{ M(t) = 1 / [1 + exp{ -- KK’’ (t(t--tt5050) } ]) } ]

Fish Growth
North Sea Cod : Growth
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Fish Maturation
North Sea Cod : Maturity Ogive
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Stock & Recruitment

North Sea Cod : Stock & Recruitment
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Death in the Sea

•• IF a constant fraction Z of fish die per unit IF a constant fraction Z of fish die per unit 
time (usually per year), thentime (usually per year), then

•• dP/dt = dP/dt = -- Z P(t)Z P(t)
•• which is a classic differential equation with which is a classic differential equation with 

the solution :the solution :
•• P(t) = P(0) exp{ P(t) = P(0) exp{ --Zt }Zt }
•• i.e. an exponential decline in number with i.e. an exponential decline in number with 

time (and thus also with age)time (and thus also with age)
•• Z is the Z is the total mortality ratetotal mortality rate (coefficient)(coefficient)

Effect of mortality on a cohort

Decline in abundance with age
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The Effects of Fishing

•• increases the death rate (mortality)increases the death rate (mortality)
•• which reduces the stock size (biomass)which reduces the stock size (biomass)

•• (and the average age and size of fish)(and the average age and size of fish)
•• and therefore probably also reduces:and therefore probably also reduces:

•• the catchthe catch--rate (CPUE)rate (CPUE)
•• profitabilityprofitability
•• stability of catchesstability of catches
•• recruitmentrecruitment

•• which may lead to stock collapsewhich may lead to stock collapse

Sources of mortality

•• Z = Total mortality (rate) Z = Total mortality (rate) 
•• Z = F + M,  where...Z = F + M,  where...
•• F = Fishing mortality (rate)F = Fishing mortality (rate)

the fraction which die (per unit time) due to the fraction which die (per unit time) due to 
fishingfishing
typically  F ~ 0.2 to 1.0 (per year)typically  F ~ 0.2 to 1.0 (per year)

•• M = Natural mortality (rate)M = Natural mortality (rate)
the fraction which die (per unit time) due to the fraction which die (per unit time) due to 
natural causes (disease, predation etc) natural causes (disease, predation etc) 
typically M ~ 0.1 to 0.3 (per year)typically M ~ 0.1 to 0.3 (per year)
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Types of fish 

•• Pelagic : Living & feeding in midPelagic : Living & feeding in mid--waterwater
•• shoaling, fast swimming species shoaling, fast swimming species 

herring, mackerel, anchovy, sardineherring, mackerel, anchovy, sardine

•• Demersal : on or near the bottomDemersal : on or near the bottom
•• more evenly distributed, but still migratemore evenly distributed, but still migrate

cod, haddock, flatfish (plaice, sole, etc)cod, haddock, flatfish (plaice, sole, etc)

•• Benthic : on or in the bottomBenthic : on or in the bottom
•• sessile (mostly static)sessile (mostly static)

shellfish (scallops, nephrops, lobsters, crabs)shellfish (scallops, nephrops, lobsters, crabs)

Fishing effort & catchability

•• Fishing effortFishing effort
•• Days fished, hours trawled, hooks set etcDays fished, hours trawled, hooks set etc

•• For demersal fish only ...For demersal fish only ...
•• Each unit of effort catches some roughly Each unit of effort catches some roughly 

constant proportion of the fish presentconstant proportion of the fish present
so fishing mortality is proportional to effortso fishing mortality is proportional to effort

F = q EF = q E
where  q = catchability coefficientwhere  q = catchability coefficient
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Pictures of Fishing Gears

CPUE & Abundance

•• CatchCatch--perper--unitunit--effort (CPUE) is an index of effort (CPUE) is an index of 
stock abundance (for demersal fish)stock abundance (for demersal fish)

C = F PC = F Pbarbar

F = q EF = q E
C = q E PC = q E Pbarbar

CPUE = C/E = q PCPUE = C/E = q Pbarbar

•• For pelagic fish CPUE is not a good indexFor pelagic fish CPUE is not a good index
•• depends on handling capacity etcdepends on handling capacity etc

CPUE ~ constantCPUE ~ constant
catchability ~ 1 / abundancecatchability ~ 1 / abundance
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The Catch Equation

•• The rate at which fish are caught isThe rate at which fish are caught is
dC/dt = F P(t)dC/dt = F P(t)

•• If F is constant, integration over one year If F is constant, integration over one year 
leads to the Catch Equation (for each age)leads to the Catch Equation (for each age)

C(a) = F(a) P(a) [ 1 C(a) = F(a) P(a) [ 1 -- exp{ exp{ --Z(a)} ] / Z(a)Z(a)} ] / Z(a)
–– where N.B. P(a) is the population number at the where N.B. P(a) is the population number at the 

beginningbeginning of the yearof the year

in fact C(a) = F(a) Pin fact C(a) = F(a) Pbarbar(a)(a)
–– where Pwhere Pbarbar(a) is the average over the year(a) is the average over the year
–– because  [ 1 because  [ 1 -- exp{ exp{ --Z(a)} ] / Z(a)  is just the ratio of Z(a)} ] / Z(a)  is just the ratio of 

average to initial numbers for each year ( ~ 0.6 )average to initial numbers for each year ( ~ 0.6 )

Derivation of the catch 
equation

dC
dt

F(t)P(t)

C(a) F(t)P(t)dt

C(a) F(a)P(a) exp{ Z(a)t}dt

C(a) F(a)P(a)[1 exp{ Z(a)}]
Z(a)

t a

t a 1

t 0

t 1

=

∴ =

∴ = −

∴ =
− −

=

= +
∫

=

=
∫
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Ambiguity of Catch Data

•• C = F  PC = F  Pbar bar 

•• i.e.  Catch = Fishing mortality x stock sizei.e.  Catch = Fishing mortality x stock size
•• Increased catches may be due to :Increased catches may be due to :

•• increased fishing mortality (effort) [bad]increased fishing mortality (effort) [bad]
•• or increased stock size [good]or increased stock size [good]
•• or bothor both

•• and vice versaand vice versa
•• Catch data alone is not enoughCatch data alone is not enough

The Gadoid Outburst
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The Biomass of a Cohort

•• NumbersNumbers--atat--age decline with ageage decline with age
P(a) = P(0) exp{ P(a) = P(0) exp{ --Za }Za }

•• but weightbut weight--atat--age increasesage increases
W(a)= WW(a)= Winf  inf  [ 1 [ 1 -- exp{ exp{ -- K a} ]K a} ]33

•• and biomassand biomass--atat--age is the product of these age is the product of these 
B(a) = P(a) W(a)B(a) = P(a) W(a)

•• which is a maximum at some intermediate which is a maximum at some intermediate 
ageage

Biomass as a function of age
Biomass of a cohort at various ages
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“Optimum” Fishing Strategy ?

•• There is an age ( about 6 yrs for N. Sea cod) There is an age ( about 6 yrs for N. Sea cod) 
at which the biomass is maximumat which the biomass is maximum

•• So, to maximise the yield from any cohort ...So, to maximise the yield from any cohort ...
•• Do not catch fish younger than this age at allDo not catch fish younger than this age at all
•• Try to catch them all just at this ageTry to catch them all just at this age

•• deploy infinite fishing effort, using a very deploy infinite fishing effort, using a very 
large mesh size (about 300 mm !!)large mesh size (about 300 mm !!)

•• But ... this is difficult in practiceBut ... this is difficult in practice
•• and what about the spawning stock ??and what about the spawning stock ??

Next Lecture

•• Better ways to assess the effects of fishingBetter ways to assess the effects of fishing
•• and the potential effects of managementand the potential effects of management
•• using real data and assessment calculationsusing real data and assessment calculations

•• cohort analysiscohort analysis
•• yieldyield--perper--recruitrecruit
•• stockstock--recruitment relationshipsrecruitment relationships
•• catch forecastscatch forecasts

•• to derive to derive ““advice to managersadvice to managers””
•• in forms which are (hopefully) practicablein forms which are (hopefully) practicable
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Reminder

•• Bring a scientific calculatorBring a scientific calculator
•• Be prepared to use Be prepared to use 

•• (natural) logarithms(natural) logarithms
•• exponentialsexponentials
•• summationssummations


